FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
that weird mysticism which runs through all Saint-Simon's
works, and was to be an important factor in the ultimate
collapse of later Saint-Simonism.
Some ten years later he became haunted by the problems of
European reconstruction, and in his European Reorganization
he tried to find a new principle of unity of a more definitely
political nature than physical science. This was to be identity
of political constitution, on the lines of that of England.
Once all nations have a parliamentary system they will easily
accept a supra-national Parliament for the settlement of all
disputes and the control of world-interests.
The events of the Restoration determined in Saint-Simon a
final evolution. Shocked at the ease with which people passed
from Bonaparte to Louis XVIII., then back to Bonaparte, and
back again to Louis XVIIL, he grasped the fact that under-
neath those apparent political changes there remained a static
economic order, the preservation of which was the only thing
the governing classes really cared about. He saw that industry
mattered more than politics, and that the future lay with that
society in which this was frankly recognized.
This realization led him to the publication of a manifesto
that was really a direct challenge to the whole existing
order of things. " Imagine," he wrote, "that France should
suddenly lose her 50 most distinguished physicists, sculptors,
musicians, literary men, engineers, architects, doctors, sur-
geons, bankers; her 250 chief business men ; her 500 leading
agriculturists and others, making in all her chief 3000 men
in the world of science, art and industry. As these are the real
leaders of production, who direct the most nationally useful
enterprises, they are really the flower of French society, and
their disappearance.would make of France a body without a
soul.
" Imagine on the other hand that, while keeping all her
men of genius, France should lose on one day the King's
brother, his sons and their wives, the great officers of the
Crown, all ministers of State, all counsellors, all generals,
cardinals, bishops, high officials, judges, and her 10,000 chief
landowners: we should be very sorry, because we have kind
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